STANDARD COOPERATION AGREEMENT

between

Italian University/Research Institute/Department/Company/Partnership XXXXXX
with registered offices in Address of XXXXXX (hereinafter called XXX), legally
represented by Dr ZZZXXX in his/her capacity as Director/Rector/Head of
Department/Legal representative.

and

Israeli University/Research Institute/Department/Company/Partnership YYYYYY,
Address of YYYYYY (hereinafter called YYY), represented by Dr ZZZYyy, in his/her
capacity as Director/Rector/Head of Department/Legal representative

Given that

- In the framework of the activities foreseen by the Agreement on industrial,
  scientific and technological research and development cooperation between
  Italy and Israel (hereinafter called “Agreement”), the Italian Ministry of
  Foreign Affairs and the Israeli authorities have proceeded to the selection of a
  project of Joint Laboratory eligible for financial support as in Article 4 of the
  Agreement.
- XXX and YYY submitted jointly a Joint Laboratory project application to the
  Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs – Directorate General for Country
  Promotion, regarding TITLE…………………………and informing the
  competent Israeli Authorities (Ministry of Science, Technology and Space);
- The Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation,
  Directorate General for Country Promotion (Economy, Culture and Science),
  through the Unit for Scientific and Technological Cooperation, approved the
  aforementioned project and funded XXX for the years 2017/2019 with a
  contribution of € WWWXXX for the whole period;

It is understood and agreed as follows

Article 1
This Cooperation Agreement is designed to establish a formal scientific collaboration
between XXX and YYY through a Joint Laboratory
called………………………………………… to be established in …………………….. The
main facilities of the Laboratory will be……………………..
Article 2
To support the activities referred to under Art. 1, each institution will collaborate in the following terms:………………………….

Article 3
Dr. VVVYYY is responsible for this research project at YYY, while Dr. VVVXXX is responsible for this research project at XXX. Dr. OTHERYYY is the Israeli partner Principal investigator while Dr. OHHEXX is the Italian partner Principal investigator.

Article 4
This agreement shall commence from the date of signing and will end with the conclusion of the Joint Laboratory activities.

Article 5
The contents and results of activities under the aforementioned Joint Laboratory project may be used or published by YYY and/or XXX within the normal practice in the scientific community. Each partner retains the intellectual property rights about scientific results obtained through the activities of the Joint Laboratory.

Date: ____________________________

____________________________    ______________________________
For XXX                           For YYY